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E-government and non-English speaker participation
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� E-government: the utilization of 

information and communication 

technologies for delivering 

government information and 

services 

� How can we encourage more 

non-English speakers to 

participate in the 2020 Census 

via the Web?

� Barriers to accessing electronic 

government information & 

services



Hidden barriers to engaging electronic government 
resources and services

� Section 508 compliance emphasizes the 

functional compatibility of E-government 

for disabled populations

� Executive Order 13166 (2000) requires 

“meaningful” access to government 

services for limited English proficient 

individuals

� Implicit assumption about users:  being 

fluent English speaker with above 

average literacy 
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Hidden barriers to engaging electronic government 
resources and services
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� Hidden cognitive and language barriers (Zarcadoolas, Blanco, Boyer, 

& Pleasant, 2002, Niehaves, 2011, Gallant, Irizarry, Boone, & Ruiz-Gordon, 2010: Neuhauser, Rothschild, & 

Rodríguez, 2007; Selden & Orenstein 2011)

– Users

– Low native language literacy: reading or writing ability in native language 

– Limited source language (English) proficiency: speak or read limited 

English

– Web sites

– Navigational usability

– English content readability

– Non-English content availability



Research questions and objective

� A case study using mockup Census Bureau website 

screens.

– How do language barriers interact with usability and 

accessibility on draft Census Bureau landing page 

screens? 

– How do language barriers influence non-English 

speakers’ engagement with a government website of 

this type?

– What kinds of visual cues will help users engage with a 

government website of this type? 
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Data and method

� 45 in-depth usability/cognitive interviews with 

Asian men and women

– April & May 2015.

– Illinois, North Carolina, California, DC/Maryland.

– 15 interviews each in Chinese, Korean & Vietnamese.

� Respondent profile

– Native language reading literacy “very well” or “well”.

– Limited English speaking & reading proficiency “not 

well” or “not at all”, except 3 bilingual participants.

– Did not screen for internet proficiency
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Testing procedures and materials

1. Advanced letter envelope with URL

2. Reminder post card with URL

3. Questionnaire home page with URLs in English and 

target languages 

4. Target language questionnaire home page with URLs 

and security statement

5. Internet landing page with drop-down menu in English 

and tabs in target languages

� Condition 1: One of the tabs shown in the target language

� Condition 2: None of the tabs shown in the target language

All mockup materials shown on paper, not live Census Bureau 

websites.
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Initial reaction to government web address
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Language of 

respondents

Expected to see:

English English & Target Language Target Language

Chinese 5 3 1

Korean 9 4 2

Vietnamese 6 3 6

Total 20 10 9

• Expect to see mainly 

English on the site

• Lack of computer and 

web experience and 

English proficiency may 

discourage people from 

accessing the website



Engagement with URLs in non-English languages
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• Clicking on URLs in 

non-English languages

• Clicking on English 

URLs 

• Some 

understanding

• Placement of URLs

Language of 

respondents

Clicked on:

English Target Language

Chinese 1 10

Korean 2 13

Vietnamese 7 8

Total 10 31



Content might be overwhelming regardless of design
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IWR: If you want to see the next screen, where would you click?

R: On this [top] side, you see this arrow [arrow-shape cursor on the side menu]. I 

would press it all the way down to continue reading it.

IWR: What if you decided to click some text or wording?

R: I see “Begin the Pilot Survey” [in Korean] here in this menu. I think I would click it.  

Korean

Mock-up design, not the actual Census Test website

IWR: At this page, where would 

you want to click?

R: One by one in a row. Because 

this is in Korean, I would like to 

click every title that draws my 

interest, and read everything.



Critical roles of tabs and drop-down menu
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R: I would [pointed to the 

Chinese tab] click the 

language tab 中文 (Chinese) 

to find more information  

because I understand Chinese

IWR: Did you notice that there 

are some language labels? 

What do you think they are 

for? 

R: to let people select what [the 

languages] they need to 

understand the website

ID# 61007
Mock-up design, not the actual Census Test website



Critical roles of tabs and drop-down menu
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• 23 participants assigned 

• Tabs noticed even when in a 

language not spoken by R.

• Most would click on drop-

down menu to explore (14)

• Few tried using search 

function or clicking elsewhere 

to proceed

• All but one understood the 

purpose of the tabs (in both 

conditions)

Mock-up design, not the actual Census Test website



Critical roles of tabs and drop-down menu
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• Web experience 

seems to be 

positively related to 

the understanding of 

the visual cues of 

the drop-down 

menu

� R said she saw an arrow, so she thought there would be choices for her to 

choose. (ID#64004)

� R : “I think I would see the map below. This downward arrow is to see map 

below.” (ID#63007)

� R said she might be curious and casually click to see “what is in the drop-down 

menu.” However, she also said she probably would not want to click on the 

menu since she suspects there could still be English materials in the menu. 

(ID#65003)

Mock-up design, not the actual Census Test website



Discussion

� The readability of content needs improvement in all 

languages for lower literacy users

� Usability and accessibility can be improved by integrating 

non-English language translations into the functional 

features

� Beyond physical disabilities, native language literacy, 

limited English proficiency, and web experience may 

pose additional barriers to engaging with e-government 

services, even if the translated materials are available 

and accessible online via “one click”
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Design implications for usability and accessibility

� Increase content readability in non-English languages

� Tabs provide great visual cues

� Placement of drop-down menu should stand out

� Tabs + drop-down menu = more effective visual cues

� Advanced techniques to detect language settings on 

respondents’ devices

– Impossible to have tabs in all non-English languages
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